processes (Conklin, 1996; Dogson, 1993) . Therefore by having a well-developed organizational memory that supports the structuring, reusing and processing of organizational knowledge is a primary decision (and likely a success factor) to achieve such an effective management.
Nonaka and Takeuchi have said that an organization cannot create knowledge itself. Conversely, the knowledge creation basis for an organization is the individual's tacit knowledge; and tacit knowledge is shared through interpersonal interactions (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995) . In the same direction, Hedberg (1981) has said that an organization does not have brain, but it has cognitive systems and memories. The organizational stakeholders act as the agents of organizational learning, and a link between them and organizational learning systems have to be established.
Therefore, in order to reach and maintain the organizational effectiveness and competitiveness, an organization needs to learn from past and present experiences and lessons learnt and to formalize organizational memories for enabling to make explicit the individual's tacit knowledge -and why not community's tacit knowledge as well.
It is worth mentioning that one of the possible classifications of organizational knowledge can be, namely: public/private, explicit/implicit (or tacit), and formal (syntactically and semantically structured)/informal (unstructured). One of the main goals of an organizational knowledge management strategy is to make explicit the individuals' implicit knowledge, to try to formalize the informal knowledge in order to allow machine-processable semantic inferences, and to make the knowledge public or private depending on the strategic policy at different organization levels.
So far most of the current knowledge management systems capture and store the knowledge in repositories of documents like manuals, memos, and text files systems, and the knowledge transfer is made by means of meetings, courses or by documented manuals and guides. This traditional form of storing and transferring knowledge causes loss of time and high investment in human resources, since it does not consider powerful mechanisms of semantic and automatic processing of knowledge.
A way of alleviating this problem from the IT-based knowledge representation standpoint is to store the knowledge in a more structured and formal way. We have followed this approach by using the case-based organizational memory strategy. It combines organizational knowledge storage technology with case-based reasoning (CBR) to represent each item of informal knowledge. In general organizational memories are intended to store the partial formal and informal knowledge (Conklin, 1996) present in an organization with automatic processing capabilities. In particular, by structuring an organizational memory in cases can also facilitate the automatic capture, recovery, transfer and reuse of knowledge for problem solving.
Although the benefits of applying the knowledge management systems are well known, and the idea of applying case-based reasoning methods to lessons learned and best practices are not new in the knowledge representation area Yang & Chen, 2006) , there is almost no consensus yet on many of the concepts and terminology used in both knowledge management and case-based reasoning areas. Despite the efforts made in new research developments and international standardization during the last decade, knowledge management is currently in the stage in which terminology are still being defined, consolidated, and agreed upon. In particular, as we know, there is no full-fledged specified ontology on case-based organizational memory.
In order to reach this aim we have started to construct a common conceptualization for casebased organizational memory where concepts, attributes and their relationships should be explicitly specified; such an explicit specification of a conceptualization is one of the core steps for building an ontology. In this chapter we argue in general about the added value of ontologies for modeling organizational memories. Knowledge can be made explicit, shared, formalized, and processed semantically and automatically by machines. As a matter of fact, in the present work we will focus particularly on the specification of a case-based organizational memory ontology and on its benefits for an effective organizational knowledge management.
The sources of knowledge for the proposed case-based organizational memory ontology come from an Australian related standard (AS5037, 2005) , from recognized research articles in the area (Aamodt & Plaza, 1994; Kemp et al., 2001; Kolodner, 1993; among others) , and from meetings among members of our research group in order to reach a consensus for this terminology. In addition, some concepts were taken from the WordNet (WordNet, 2007) ontology. It is worth mentioning that so far there exists no international standard (like ISO -International Standard Organization) in the knowledge management area (Ferguson, 2006) .
The main contributions of this research can be summarized in the following items:
•
The use of the case-based reasoning approach and vocabulary to develop a casebased organizational memory ontology.
The integration of the organizational memory and case-based reasoning related concepts by means of a common ontology framework (i.e., a domain ontology, a context ontology, and an organizational memory ontology), which can be useful as conceptual foundation for any organizational knowledge management and knowledge representation systems.
• Lastly, the discussion about the added value of ontologies for modeling organizational memories. Thus, data, information, and knowledge from heterogeneous and distributed sources can be automatically and semantically processable by web-based applications, for instance, an 'intelligent' recommendation system to support a more effective decision-making process.
The structure of the rest of this chapter is as follows. The next section thoroughly analyses the case-based organizational memory ontology using the Methontology (Fernandez et al., 1997) steps to building it, and UML (Unified Modeling Language) as an intermediate language for the specification of the conceptualization; in addition some implementation issues are also addressed. To illustrate the main ontology concepts, we then elaborate on a practical example of case-based knowledge base, and its similarity assessment model for an specific domain, viz. for the software measurement and evaluation domain. A discussion about related work in the area is then addressed and finally future trends and concluding remarks are drawn in the last two sections. (Gruber, 1993, p. 199 (Uschold, 1998, p. 8) In other authors' words an ontology is a shared, formal conceptualization of a given domain, which lead to the following two factors with straightforward implications to knowledge management and knowledge representation. First, it is built upon a shared understanding on a given domain within a community; this understanding represents an agreement or consensus of the community (often domain experts) about the concepts, attributes and their relationships. This feature has therefore an individual, social and cultural ground thus implying a human factor. Second, an ontology is a formal conceptualization which entails some kind of computer-understandable knowledge representation for automatic processing and reasoning thus implying a technological factor.
These two factors make possible to create the semblance of intelligence in knowledge management applications by incorporating domain knowledge in the form of ontologies. (Mika & Akkermans, 2004, p.14) .
In addition, they say: Generally, the main goals were to build ontologies -with direct implications to knowledge representation and knowledge management areas-can be manifold, for instance: to sharing a common understanding and then facilitating the communication among people; to integrating the disparate and heterogeneous representations; to formalizing the representation of a domain problem or theory; ultimately as the basis to supporting semantic reasoning to full-fledged knowledge-based applications, among others.
In the sequel we describe the used methodology to construct the case-based organizational memory ontology and the employed steps, as for example the specification step, the conceptualization step, and the implementation step.
The Used strategy
A bunch of methodologies have been published to build ontologies, where different principles, design criteria, and steps for ontology development were reported. One of the well-known methods is the Methontology strategy, which provides guidelines for specifying ontologies at the knowledge level, particularly, how to deal with the specification for conceptualizations. It proposes an effective, generally applicable method for domain knowledge model construction and validation as well.
This methodology was developed by Fernandez et al. (1997) and includes a set of stages and strategies, namely: identification of the ontology development process where the main activities are represented (e.g. planning, evaluation, configuration management, integration, documentation, implementation, etc.); a life cycle based on evolving prototypes; and the methodology itself, which specifies at least the following steps:
•
Step 1: Specification. The ontology specification's goal is to put together a document that covers the ontology primary purpose, level and scope. The aim is to identify the terms to be represented, their characteristics, and their granularity.
Step 2: Conceptualization. When most of the knowledge has been adquired, the ontologist has a lot of unstructured knowledge that must be organized. Conceptualisation helps to organize and structure the adquired knowledge using an external representation language that are independent of implementation languages and environments. Specifically, an informally perceived view of a domain into a semiformal specification is organized and structured using a set of intermediate representations (e.g., tables, UML diagrams, or other schemata) that the domain expert and ontologist can understand.
Step 3: Implementation. It consists in implementing the conceptual model into a formal language like RDF/S (Resource Description Framework/Schema), or OWL (Ontology Web Language) (W3C, 2002), among others.
Step 4: Evaluation. It means to perform a technical judgment of the ontology, its software environment and the documentation with respect to a frame of reference (e.g. the requirements specification document).
For the case-based organizational memory ontology we have employed for the conceptualization step a mixture of tables as suggested by the Methontology strategy and the well-known UML language, which was previously used for this end (Wang & Chan, 2001; Martin & Olsina, 2003) .
The Specification Step
The proposed ontology specification's goal is to contribute to the integration of the organizational memory and case-based reasoning related concepts, which can be useful as a conceptual base for any organizational knowledge management system. Specifically, we will integrate the knowledge acquired and stored in a case knowledge base from lessons learnt in measurement and evaluation projects (Olsina et al., 2005 ) with a recommendation system to support the decisionmaking process.
The organizational memory ontology aims to be at a generic level from which other representations for specific domain applications can be formulated (see Figure 1 ). On one hand, the case-based organizational memory ontology is defined at a generic organizational memory level, and, on the other hand, to characterize the cases according to the specific knowledge domain and
Domain Level
Generic OM Level , a domain and context ontologies should also be provided.
Ultimately, the objective of our ontology is to serve as a foundation for the organizational knowledge exchange with semantic power, which in turn facilitates the reuse, the interoperability and the automatic processing by agents (Fensel, 2003) .
The Conceptualization step
In this section we describe the main concepts of the ontology which are illustrated in the UML diagram of the Figure 2 . Notice that in the following text, the main terms are highlighted in italic and defined also in Table 1 .
An organizational memory is the way in which an organization stores and keeps track of what
Concept Name Description
Case A case is a contextualised knowledge item representing an experience by means of a problem and its solution.
Case Knowledge Base
A specific knowledge base where each knowledge item is represented through a case.
Complex
A similarity function type that keeps the similarity measure to each pair of possible values of a feature.
Context
The properties that characterize the situation of an entity relevant for a particular information need. Note 1: The situation of an entity is composed of the task, the purpose of that task, and the interaction of the entity with other entities as for that task and purpose. (see the definition of the terms Entity and Information Need in Table 4 ) Difference A similarity function type that is inversely proportional to the difference between a feature values.
Exact
A similarity function type that returns 1 if two feature values are the same and 0 otherwise.
Feature (syno Property, Attribute)
A measurable physical or abstract property of an entity category Note: It is synonym for the attribute term defined in (ISO 14598-1, 1999) .
Knowledge Base
An organized body of related knowledge. (AS5037, 2005) . Note: Knowledge is a body of understanding and/or lessons learnt from skills and experiences that is constructed by people.
Knowledge Item
An atomic piece of knowledge.
Organisational Memory
The way an organization stores and keeps track of what it knows.
Problem
A state of difficulty that needs to be resolved (WordNet, 2007) .
Problem Feature (syno Problem Property, Attribute)
Feature that characterizes a problem.
Result (syno Outcome) Satisfaction level achieved by the application of a solution to a problem.
Similarity Assessment Model
Algorithm or function with associated similarity elements that models the similarity assessment of cases.
Similarity Criterion
Assessment pattern used to determine the semantic similarities between two feature values.
Similarity Model Element
Algorithm or function with associated similarity criterion that models the similarity assessment of a feature.
Similarity Type
Specifies the similarity function type, which can be exact, difference or complex.
Solution
A statement that solves a problem or explains how to solve a problem (WordNet, 2007) .
Solution Feature
(syno Solution Property, Attribute)
Feature that characterizes a solution. it knows, i.e., about the past, present and future knowledge. An organizational memory can have one or more knowledge bases which are intended to achieve different information needs of an organization -recalling that data, information and knowledge are useful assets for decision making. In addition, an organizational memory may be seen as a repository that stores and retrieves the whole specified, explicit, formal and informal knowledge present in an organization.
On the other hand, a knowledge base is an organized body of related knowledge, taking into account that knowledge is a body of understanding and/or lessons learnt from skills and experiences that is constructed by people. A type of knowledge base is a case knowledge base which stores the acquired knowledge in past experiences, good practices, lessons learnt, heuristics, etc. to different domains; that is, it stores cases. A case is a contextualized knowledge item (i.e., an atomic piece of knowledge) representing an experience by means of a problem and its solution. Looking at the previous statement for an organizational memory is of paramount importance keeping Problem feature priority Numerical value that model a problem feature priority.
Similarity Assessment Model
name Name of the similarity assessment model to be identified. description A description of the similarity assessment model meaning.
Similarity Criterion
firstValue First numerical or categorical data value by which the semantic similarity is compared.
secondValue Second numerical or categorical data value by which the semantic similarity is compared.
similarity Numeric data (between 0 and 1) representing the semantic similarity between two feature values. for the modeling of context information. The representation of the knowledge through cases facilitates the reuse of the knowledge acquired in past problems to be applied to a new problem in similar situations (Aamodt & Plaza, 1994) . Traditionally, there are several types of methods for representing cases that range from natural language and non-structured representations to completely structured and automatically processable ones (Chen & Wu, 2003) . We have chosen the latter strategy, where the meaning of concepts can formally be specified and machine processed by using domain ontologies.
Similarity Model Element
A case can be seen as an ordered pair < P, S >, where P is the problem space, and S is the solution space. Because a problem can have several solutions not all with the same result, for a better selection and recommendation of a solution in decision making, it can also be relevant to store the result achieved in the application of a solution to a problem. Notice that any result can be yielded and interpreted by following the WebQEM (Web Quality Evaluation Method) evaluation methodology (Olsina & Rossi, 2002) .
There exists a general description of problems as P(x1, x2, ... , xn), where each individual problem is an instance P(a1, a2,..., an); also a general description of solutions as S(y1, y2, ... , yn), and every individual solution S(b1, b2, ... , bn) is an instance of that general description. The xi are variables that characterize the problem (problem feature), and the yi are variables that characterize the solution (solution feature), where both are features. A feature or attribute is a measurable physical or abstract property of an entity category. Since the stored cases refer to a specific knowledge domain, the features that characterize the problems and solutions are defined by a domain concept term; for example, the concepts coming from the metric and indicator domain ontology that intervene in actual measurement and evaluation projects, as we see later on.
The case-based reasoning process consists in assigning values to problem variables and finding the adequate instances for solution variables. To find the appropriate values for the instances of a 
similarity assessment Model representation
Most of the case-based reasoning applications have been focused on problems of specific domains (Kolodner, 1993) . However, in order to be useful to an organization, a case-based reasoning system should be fitted in with the main knowledge sources that can stem from diverse domains, and so the similarity functions appropriate to each case knowledge base.
As we can see in Figure 2 , each case knowledge base has a similarity assessment model that specifies it. The similarity assessment model class represents, on one hand, the general description of problems as P(x1, x2, ... , xn), i.e. the problem structure, by combining several similarity model elements -one per each problem feature xi. On the other hand, it is a function with associated similarity elements that models the similarity assessment of cases. In turn the similarity model element is a function with associated similarity criterion that models the similarity assessment of a feature. In the following subsection, we propose a model to define the case structure indicating the features that characterize it and the possible similarity models.
Similarity Measurement
Usually, the similarity between a recovered case R and a new case C is defined as the sum of the similarities among its constituent feature values multiplied by their weights, i.e. the so-called Nearest Neighbor formula:
where w f is the weight of the feature f, and sim f is the similarity measurement function to the feature. Therefore, in order to provide an appropriate representation of the similarity model, it is necessary to represent the weights that model the relative relevance, and the similarity function type for each specific feature. The weights are represented as an attribute inside each similarity element (see Figure 2) , and the similarity type is restricted to be one out of three general types, namely: Exact, Difference and Complex.
The inclusion of these three types of functions is based on the analysis of numerous investigation works in the case-based reasoning area (Aamodt & Plaza, 1994; Coyle et al., 2004) , as well as taking into account they cover the similarity representation needs of most cases in the Software and Web Engineering area. Particularly:
•
The Exact similarity function returns 1 if two feature values are the same and 0 otherwise.
The Difference similarity function is inversely proportional to the difference between a feature values. It can only be applied when it is possible to define the value difference; for instance, between numerical values the difference is the mathematical difference (i.e. the Euclidian distance).
The Complex similarity function solves the similarity for all those situations where the two previous functions are not applicable; for example, the semantic difference between two synonymous terms that is neither completely the same nor completely different. If the number of a feature values is finite, it is feasible to have beforehand the similarity measure values for all possible values' pairs. In our model, these parameters are represented in the Similarity Criterion class, which is defined as the assessment pattern used to determine the semantic similarities between two feature values.
Ultimately, an exhaustive glossary of terms, attributes and relationships are shown in Tables  1, 2 and 3 respectively, where the terminology for the case-based organizational memory ontology is explicitly described. We have used an adaptation of tables proposed by the Methontology method, for instance, we do not show a column of antonyms.
The implementation step
To make the ontology machine processable it is necessary to implement it in a formal language. For this purpose we have used RDFS and OWL (W3C, 2002) since are the associated languages for ontology implementation with Semantic Web capabilities (Berners- Lee et al., 2001) . Figure 3 shows an excerpt of the OWL/XML serialization code, which implements some concepts and relationships of the above ontology. The reader can observe how concepts in the used intermediate language (UML) are mapped into the OWL code.
a PraCTiCal Case
In order to illustrate the above main concepts, attributes and relationships, we will elaborate on an example of case-based knowledge base and its similarity assessment model for an specific domain: the measurement and evaluation domain for software products. This case base stores a body of related knowledge to measurement and evaluation projects so that it serves as the basis to a recommendation system that support the design process of a new project regarding similar past ones. The way in which cases are characterized and evaluated with regard to their similarities depends on a specific application domain; therefore, it is necessary to establish a domain ontology that provides the feature types that characterize to a problem and its solution. In our example, we use the metric and indicator ontology (Olsina & Martin, 2004) as domain ontology (see Figure 1) employed also in the INCAMI framework.
what is inCaMi?
The INCAMI framework, which stands for Information Need, Concept model, Attribute, Metric and Indicator (Olsina et al., 2005; Olsina et al., 2007) is made up of a set of components and concepts involved in the measurement and evaluation of non-functional requirements to software and web projects, as part of an organization's quality assurance activities. It is based on the cited ontology which explicitly defines those concepts, and also on the underlying process of the WebQEM methodology (Olsina & Rossi, 2002) . The main framework components are, namely:
• The non-functional requirement specification component, which deals with the definition of the Information Need and the specification of requirements by means of one or more Concept Models -see Figure 4 . (Note that a concept model can be instantiated in external quality, quality in use models, among many others).
•
The measurement design and execution component, which deals with the specification of concrete entities to be measured, the metrics selection to quantify the attributes of the quality model, and the recording of the gathered measures; this component is centered in the Metric concept.
The evaluation design and execution component, which deals with the definition of indicators both elementary and global ones, decision criteria and aggregation models that will help to enact and interpret the selected concept model; this component is centered in the Indicator concept -see for more details.
The recommendation component to be used for the decision-making support. Figure 4 we show an UML diagram mainly for the non-functional requirement specification component of the framework, and the shown terms are also defined in Table 4 . We will use these concepts to illustrate the next practical case.
Knowledge base for Measurement and evaluation Projects
In order to illustrate a case-based organizational memory practical case, a simple knowledge base definition for measurement and evaluation projects is presented. Let us suppose that it saves past knowledge about measurement an evaluation projects (as problems) and their requirement trees (as solutions). Table 5 shows a possible similarity model. This case knowledge base characterizes the measurement and evaluation projects through four features, namely: InformationNeed.purpose, CalculableConcept.name, EntityCategory.name and CalculableConcept.indicatorAccuracy which are defined in the domain ontology (see also Figure   4 and Table 4 ). For each feature that characterizes a case, we should establish its weight and its similarity function type. These design decisions could be made by an expert taking into account which features are considered more relevant from the similarity point of view to evaluate in the end the global similarity of two cases.
As we observe in 
Concept Model (syno Factor or Feature Model)
The set of sub-concepts and the relationships between them, which provide the basis for specifying the concept requirement and its further evaluation or estimation.
Direct Metric
(syno Base Metric, Single Metric) A metric of an attribute that does not depend upon a metric of any other attribute.
Entity
(syno Object) A concrete object that belongs to an entity category.
Entity Category
Object category that is to be characterized by measuring its attributes.
The defined calculation method and scale in addition to the model and decision criteria in order to provide an estimate or evaluation of a calculable concept with respect to defined information needs
Indirect Metric
(syno Derived Metric, Hybrid Metric) A metric of an attribute that is derived from metrics of one or more other attributes.
Information Need
Insight necessary to manage objectives, goals, risks, and problems (ISO 15939, 2002)
Metric
The defined measurement or calculation method and the measurement scale.
Requirement Tree
Note. A requirement tree is a constraint to the kind of relationships among the elements of the concept model, regarding the tree statement in the graph theory (Olsina & Martin, 2004; Olsina et al., 2007) for the whole definition of the terms, attributes and relationships
Feature Description similarityType Weight
InformationNeed.purpose The specific measurement and evaluation goal for a given information need at project or organization level. Examples of purposes can be "understand", "estimate", "improve", among others.
CalculableConcept.name The specific name for a calculable concept to evaluate, for example: "external quality", "quality in use", "cost", etc.
Exact 0.25
EntityCategory.name The specific name for an entity type object of the evaluation like "product", "process", "resource", etc. Table 5 . Example of similarity assessment model for a case base is running, in order to monitor and control these parameters at a given milestone, we can measure the actual effort and cost to understand the current state. This understanding and the ulterior analysis can trigger a corrective action (e.g. a re-planning action, etc.) because the observed deviation between planned and actual parameters. After this corrective action was performed the improvement purpose can be evaluated). Therefore, an expert can determine that there is greater semantic similarity between Understand and Estimate values (assessed 0.8) than between Estimate and Improve values (0.3), and between Understand and Improve values (0.4). The analysis why an expert can gauge in this way is outside the scope of this chapter; however, the above comment can trigger the reader discussion. Table 6 shows this complex similarity assessment, where we can see that the greatest semantic similarity is between Understand and Estimate.
Once defined the case structure and its similarity assessment model, each case is stored with all the feature values that characterize it and its solution accordingly. Two case examples are shown in Figure 5 . These cases represent both the problem of obtaining a requirement tree for a specific information need and the applied solution.
In addition, the previous two cases are shown in Table 7 with their feature values, similarity function types, and calculated similarity value for each feature. In order to calculate the global similarity between two cases, the Equation 1 is applied. So that replacing the defined weights in the similarity model (see Table 5 ) and the local similarity values of each feature (see Table 7 
Figure 5. Example of representation of two stored past cases to the given information needs
A new measurement and evaluation project can benefit from the case-based organizational memory by recovering the design information of the most similar project and then adapting it to the new case. Let us suppose that we need to develop a new measurement and evaluation project in order to assess the team development efficiency, and that the case base stores the two cases shown in Figure 5 , among others. Instead of designing the new requirement tree completely from scratch we can take advantage of the recorded knowledge by retrieving and reusing the most similar requirement tree based on similarity of cases. Therefore, Table 8 shows the similarity calculation of each feature of the new case compared to the previous past ones, i.e., "Case 1" and "Case 2". Hence the global similarity calculations give as outcomes: Resulting "Case 2" as the most similar to the new case, and therefore its requirement tree is recommended for reuse in the new case.
relaTed worK
In our specific work we have illustrated the use of the case-based reasoning approach to develop a case-based organizational memory ontology. The main goal of the discussed ontology is to be applied to the knowledge management of an organization, which can be semantically and automatically processable. In addition the knowledge representation through ontologies and cases facilitate the reuse and retrieval of knowledge acquired in past problems to be applied to a new problem in similar situations. There are many interesting research works in these three areas; next, we discuss the more related and specific ones.
Firstly, there are numerous proposals in the knowledge management area, for example the ones documented in (Conklin, 1996; Lindstaedt et al., 2002; among others) . Most of them capture and store the knowledge in repositories of documents like manuals, memos, and text files systems, etc. where structured or semi-structured storage strategies are seldom used. These approaches usually do not employ powerful mechanisms of semantic and automatic knowledge processing based on ontologies therefore causing very often loss of time and high investment in human resources. If semi-structured or structured strategies are used most of them rely on taxonomies (and XML for representation): Ontologies are an evolution in conceptual modeling over taxonomic structures (as well as RDF and OWL are more powerful languages for knowledge representation and reasoning). A recent work (Ale et al., 2007) proposes OntoDOM, as a knowledge management strategy based on ontologies which provides a questionanswer mechanism using natural language interpretation for knowledge retrieval. This research aims to solve the problem of handling distributed heterogeneous knowledge sources; however, it is not focused on an organizational memory as sup- Natali & Falbo (2002) propose a knowledge management infrastructure centered on ontologies and based also on an organizational memory. This sound research is particularly addressed to the specific domain of the ODE (Ontology-based software Development Environment) infrastructure. However, the paper neither specifies how to structure the organizational memory to store diverse domain knowledge nor how the process of retrieval and dissemination is performed.
Thirdly, it is not new in the knowledge management area the application of case-based reasoning approaches to repositories of lessons learnt Yang & Chen, 2006) . On one hand, the published researches (Aamodt & Plaza, 1994; Kolodner, 1993) have been focused on specific domains. Due to our research is based on generic domain ontologies (recall Figure 1 ) the automatic processing of cases and features is then more generic than those proposals from the domain point of view. On the other hand, Yang and Chen (2006) outline an ontology-based approach model to retrieve formal, semi-formal or informal knowledge in an organizational memory. In order to improve the retrieval efficiency, CBR techniques to give recommendations are proposed. Again, authors do not conceptualize and implement any particular ontology in their work.
As we know there is so far no specified ontology on case-based organizational memory as we have addressed. As aforementioned an organizational memory is the way in which an organization represents, keeps track of, and ultimately manages what it knows, i.e. the past, present and future individual and community knowledge. Modeling an organizational memory with ontologies implies in the end an added value for the knowledge management strategy at communication, integration and reasoning levels of applications. Finally, in a seminal technical report Mika & Akkermans (2004) discuss the added value of ontologies and Semantic Web for knowledge management -and distributed knowledge management-compared to more conventional, readily available technologies in a business context at that moment.
fUTUre Trends
In order to summarize the future trends in ontology-based organizational memories and knowledge management we should at least keep in mind the two factors commented at the beginning of the second Section, namely the human and technological factors.
In the knowledge management field, the knowledge as an absolute concept has been replaced by the notion of limited, partial interpretations that individuals and communities have for specific domains in real contexts of interactions. On one hand, knowledge is primarily tacit and private to an individual mind; its interpretation is intrinsically subjective as it is dependent on the context of the interpreter and his/her mental representation of a given understanding and knowledge. While the awareness of the value of ontologies continues growing among the different stakeholders either sooner or later the adoption of them at intra-and cross-organizational levels will be a fact. Moreover, since organizational knowledge can stem from different heterogeneous and distributed communities and can be independently managed where it is created and used, distributed knowledge management approaches will surely prevail over centralized ones.
From the IT factor standpoint we observe a rather mature support and major breakthrough regarding semantic languages, distributed architectures, platforms and tools. There are standard languages (RDFS, OWL) to support the ontology formalization and implementation, and ultimately the Semantic Web (Berners- Lee et al., 2001 ) is largely considered as a current and prospective enabling technology for distributed knowledge management, knowledge representation and reasoning. In particular, case based reasoning is another specific enabling approach for knowledge representation and processing.
Lastly, ontologies may not exist without individuals, communities and organizations supporting them. We observe therefore the human factor, which includes social and cultural factors as well, as being the more critical one for the early and full-fledged organizational adoption of the above knowledge management strategies and technologies.
ConClUsion
The organizational knowledge management represents a key asset to support a more effective decision-making process by different stakeholders. In this direction, by having a sound IT-based organizational memory that supports the structuring, reusing and processing of organizational knowledge is a primary decision to achieve that effective management. In this work we have specified a case-based organizational memory ontology. The knowledge representation through cases facilitates the reuse of knowledge acquired in past problems to be applied to a new problem in similar situations, in addition facilitates the automatic knowledge processing as well.
The utility of a case-based organizational memory based on ontologies resides in that the elicited and stored knowledge can be easily shared among heterogeneous and distributed systems at intra and cross organization levels. In order to enable the interoperability and flexibility our organizational memory approach is based on three ontologies, that is: the Domain Ontology which provides the formal definition of the underlying domain concepts that are the basis for composing the cases (experiences) to be stored in the memory; the Context Ontology that provides the formal definition to specify contextual information to cases; and the Case-based Organizational Memory Ontology itself, which provides a common conceptual ground to share and process the knowledge in an interoperable way.
It is worth mentioning that instead of the exact reasoning that allows the formal logic, the case-based reasoning is an inexact reasoning approach based on the similarity of cases.
Hence it is important to consider the similarity function used by the CBR reasoner. In addition, in our research we have used not only the most widespread similarity measurements as the exact or the simple difference that cover the common representation needs but also the semantic similarity model so-called complex.
Finally, we have illustrated these models and approach with a practical case. A future work is the implementation of the measurement and evaluation organizational memory system based on the proposed ontology and its integration with the contextual INCAMI framework and tool. That is, the knowledge acquired and stored in a case knowledge base from lessons learnt in measurement and evaluation projects will serve as the basis to a recommendation system to support better decision making.
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